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A first degree murder charge was
filed Monday against 67-yearold
Cage Vowell for the fatal shooting
of his wife, Mrs. Lottie Vowell, in
a Sharon variety store Saturday
night, Sheriff Grooms of Weakley
County reports.
Vowell is in Weakley County
Hospital recovering from the effects of several sleeping tables
which he swallowed after the shooting. He is being guarded by Deputy
Sheriff Ed Hornbeak. Physicians
said Monday night his condition is
not serious.
Constable Harris Brinkley, who
pursued Vowell from the shooting
scene and found his asleep in a
cotton field a short time later, said
Vowell declared he had tried to
commit suicied.
"He said he wanted to kill himself and still wants to died," Mr.
Brinkley said. "He asked the Sheriff
for a gun Sunday night. Then he
begged me for my gun before they
gave him a shot and put him to
sleep at midnight."
Sheriff Grooms who said the
Vowells had been separated for two
months, reported Vowell drove up
to the back of the store where his
wife worked as a seamstress, entered, arid shot her five times. He
then fled in his car, the sheriff
said.
Court records show Mrs. Vowell
attempted unsuccessfullly recently
to institute lunacy proceedings against her husband. and the sheriff
added that members of the family said he had threatened her several times since.
Services for Mrs. Vowel] were
held at Heron Monday.
WIGHWAY 94 GETTING
ASPHALT SUIRFACE BETWZRN
DUEEDOM-TRI-CITY
\--ConstruCtion work is now well
underviay on Highway 94 between
Dukedom and Tri-City, and when
completed, a hard surface route will
be provided between Fulton and
Murray. The first layer is finished,
and most of the second coat. Then
a third top surface will complete
the project.
Maxwell McDade, local contractor, received the contract when let
by the State Highway Department
of Kentucky for $87,000.

a

REVIVAL PLANNED AT
LIBERTY BAPTIST CHURCH
Plans have been completed for
a series of revival services to be
held at the Liberty Baptist church,
west of .Fulton, with Rev. L. T.
Daniel, student at Southwestern
Seminary, Louisville, conducting
set-vices daily, beginning Sunday,
August 21, and continuing for ten
days.
H. L. Hardy, Jr., of Fulton, will
direct the song services, Rev. J. R.
Covington, pastor, announces.
BENNETT HOMEMAKERS
Mrs. John Hinkley was hostess to
the Bennett
Homemakers club
Thursday. and new officers were
installed. Four members of Bennett Homemakers club attended
the County International Day celebration at Cayce last Friday, when
Mrs. Graham of Cayce, a British
war bride, made aninteresting talk
on "English Customs."
BSNNETT HOMEMAKERS
A delightful picnic lunch was enjoyed by families of the Bennett
Homemekers on the lawn of H. C.
Sam Friday night. Warren Thompson directed recreation and discussed plans for attending camp at
Murray State College.
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Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Felkner and
sons, Ronnie and Jimmie, have returned to their home in Emporia,
Kans., after visiting her parents,
Mr .and Mrs. C A. Boyd on Fourthst.
Self-help enables one to render
greater community service.

District 4-H Club camp will be
held on the Murray College Campus
August 19-23. More than 400 boys
and girls are expected to attend
from 14 counties in the first district. About 40 boys arid girls are
expected to attend from Fulton
county. A full program has been
arranged by camp leaders in include handicraft, leaders in various
agricultural projects, and recreation.
Miss Millicent Schaub, assistant
editor, of the Southern Agriculturist in Nashville will be present to
help with the girls' program while
Mr. Grady Sellars, swine specialist,
from the University of Kentucky
will be present to essist with the
boys' prgoram.
All club members in Fulton county of 10 years of age and who have
started a 4-H Club project are
urged to attend. For further information contact the County or
Home Demonstration Agent.

A district meeting of the American Legion was held Monday at
the Legion Home in Union City,
when a cestificate of merit was presented to the Union City Post for
securing the largest membership in
that district, with a quota of 291,
and attaining a membership of
1183.
Chas. Taylor, of Louisville, stabilization director, and national representative of the Legion, was principal speaker. Raymond McNatt,
district commander, presented Cecil
Moss and Bill Tanner of Union CitY,
members of the membership committee, who announced the 1947
state drive for members.

MRS. O. E. NANNEY CELEBRATE
53RD BIRTHDAY

Miss Grace Cavender, 22, formerly of Fulton, after only four months,
has established herself as a popular
young Chicago model, according to
a story appearing in a recent issue of the Detroit Free Press, and
sent to The News by Mrs. Byron
Boswell of Detroit.
The story of her own hapid success surprised Grace most of all.
She went to Chicago from Fulton
to take a secretarial position in
an advertising agency. Grace's registration in the Estelle Compton
Models Institute was not intended
to begin a professional modelling
career.
Like many girls, she took the
course to acquire poise, advice- on
good grooming, and hints 'on general self-improvement, factors that
she hoped would aid her in continuing her career in advertising. As
the training progressed, Grace became catalogued as the "career
girl type." She appeared in various
fashion shows with other girls from
the school as a part of the course.
Miss Compton recognized Grace
as exceptional and urged her to
participate in interviews, auditions,
and tryouts, which resulted in continuous bookings requiring
her
combination of elegance and sophistication.
Grace, who is aware of the short
professional life of a model, is continuing her advertising career although her talent is in regular demand.

W. L. Jones, master mechanic,
Illinois Central System,'A Jackson, was in Fulton Monday, and awarded quarter century pins to 16
employes in his department at the
Round House here The men were
praised for their long service and
loyalty to the railroad.
Those awarded pins were: W. R.
Wardlow, M. C. Bugg, H. J. Potte,r,
A. H. Carter, A. L. Brown, R. C.
Brittain, J. E. Byars, A. M. Matheny, Lee -- Weatherspoon,
Dick
Jones, M. A. Daws, C. M. Oliver,
G. E. Allen, P. Brown, J. G. Haley,
and J. R. Brown.

SERVICE NOTES

Civic Leaders In Fulton County
Urged To Act Now While
National FUnds Available

A communication this week from
Charles Gartrell, director of aeronautics for Kentucky, told Fulton
civic leaders that communities not
on air lines and without airports
would be "by-passed" by the commerce of the future as cities off
highways and railways have been
in the past.
He suggested that the communty
from an air board composed of six
members. The membera may be
named by the County Judge and
the mayor, three by each,. with Fiscal Court approval for a county airport.
After such a board has been
formed, funds to match U. S. money
may be obtained by issuing bonds
by city and county, or by both, by
public subscription or insurance of
revenue bonds, he said.
Te pointed out the $6,230,000 of
a $5,000,000,000 national fund will
be available for airport construction
in Kentucky, matched by local or
state funds.

Pvt. James Mann of Fort Barancas, Fla., has been transferred to
Relatives met at the home of
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
and Mrs. O. C. Nanney last SunThomas W. Vowell, S2c, son of
day In honor of Mrs. Nanney's 53rd
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vowell, Martin,
birthday. Those present were: Mr.
Route 3, has received his discharge
and Mrs. J. M. Chadwick and daufrom the Navy, after 13 months in
ghter, Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Brandon
the service.
Bennett and son, Kenneth, all of
SQUIRREL SEASON
Dresden; Mrs. Hugh LeCornu, Mr.
Pfc. Fred Campbell, son of Mrs.
OPENS AUGUST 15
and Mrs. Howard Chadwick of
S. E. Campbell of Fulton, has arrived in the States from Germany.
The squirrel season opens in Martin, Mrs. Mary (Colley) BurchHe will receive his discharge at PET MILK WORKERS
Kentucky on August .15th, with the ard of Union City, Mrs. C. D.
Ft. Mead, Md., after 18 months in RESUME WORK
season closing Nov. 30. Bag limit Smyth and daughters, Mary Lynda
AT PLANT
the European theatre of war.
remains the same, six for a day's and Reta Jane of Paris. Also includArchie Lee Dillahunt, son of Mr.
hunting, as does the possession lim- ed in the number were_a very specOperations were resurned Monday
and Mrs. Herbert Dillahunt of Ful- at the branch plant
it, 12, which must have been taken ial guest, a school girl friend of
of the Pet Milk
Mrs. Nanney's, Mrs. Ruth (Ford)
ton, is now stationed at San Antonio Company at
in two successive days.
Mayfield. The comLeCornu
Tex.,
in
and
husband
the
Air
Corps
as
of
a
gunner
Qual hunters must be content
Greenpany and union representatives apon a B-17.
with a smaller bag limit when bird field. At the noon hour dinner was
proved a compromise at 10-cent an
spread
and the afternoon was spent
shooting opens this fall, on Nov.
hour wage increase for 150 strildng
20. Ten birds a day Ls the legal socially. Several nice gifts were MT. 210N 'TO HOLD
JOHN YOUNG BROWNmembers. The workers, members
bag limit now. The season continues received. All left wishing Dire. HOMSCOMING AUG. 18
WON PRIMARY SATURDAY
of AFL-Teamsters,
Chauffeuers,
Nanney a hundred more such birththrough Jan 15th.
Helpers nion, had been on strike
days.
Plans have been completed for
John Young Brown, of Lexington, since July 24.
the first homecoming to be held inched his lead
STUDENTS ON SUMMER
The Union sought a wage inover Philip P.
LOTITE MOON CIRCLE
at Mt. Zion Cumberland Presby- Ardery of Frankfort
HONOR ROLL AT MURRAY
to 12,843 votes crease of 18 cents an hour. The
terian church, two and one-half Monday night, as
returns waned to plant at Mayfield had been processOne hundred and thirty-five stuMiss Mary Moss Hales and Mrs. miles west of Water Valley, on a close from Saturday's primary. ing close to 40,000 gallons of milk
dents made the' honor roll for the Sterling Bennett were co-hostess August 18. Services start at 10 o'Noble J. Gregory of Mayfield a day before the strike.
first term of summer school at to the Lottie Moon Circle Monday clock, and a basket lunch will be was nominated unopposed for ConMurray State College, Mrs. Cleo night. Mrs. Sani Ed Bradley opened served at noon.
gressman from the First District.. V. F. W. PURCHASE
Hester, registrar, announces. the meeting with prayer../Ers. ' Visiting ministers and a good
The state vote in the Senstortal CA1411iLLQN SOIES
Of this group 54 attained a per- Charles Walker presided over the quartet will add to the' program, race was as follows: Brown 54,541;
when plans for the new church will Ardery 41,698;
fect score of 3.00. Students from business session.
Hickman Post of Veterans of ForHelm 9,535; Vincent
Fulton and vicinity were: Louise
7,132.
Mrs. Charles Arnn was in charge be discussed.
eign Wars has purchased the Joe
Herron Allten, Fulton, 3.00; Nina of the program assisted by
The vote in Fulton, Hickman and Cantillon home, one of Hickman's
Mrs.
K. Arrington, Crutchfield, 2.45; La- Bradley, Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mrs. KENTUCKY LAWYERS TO
most interesting landmarks, for the
Graves county was:
Nelle Bugg, Fulton, 2.33; Marvin Warden Whitis and Mrs. Novell HOLD BAR CONFERENcE
club home. Mrs. Cantilion, widow
Fulton—Ardery
191;
Brown
95;
H. Hodges, Hickman, 2.50; John Moss.
AT G1LBERTSVILLE, AUG. 13
of the late Joe Cantillon nationally
Helm 57; Vincent 18.
William Tosh, Fulton, 2.20.
Refreshments were served to sixHickman—Ardery 370; Brown 85; known baseball man, will give posMembers of the Kentucky Bar
session October 10. The purchase
teen members and one visitor, Mrs.
Helm 5; Vincent 69.
Association will hold a conference
FULTON COUNTY GOES
John Beck.
Graves—Ardery 451; Brown 441; price was $7,500.
of the First Congressional District
The Veterans will have a 26-acre
OVER IN CANCER DRIVE
Helm 45; Vincent 25.
Tuesday, August 13, at Kentucky
MEETING AT CAYCE
In the one-sided contest for the site, sufficient ground for a ball
Dam, Gilbertsville. Afternoon sesFulton county has topped its FOR FARMER VETS
Republican Senatorial nomination diamond, tennis courts and other
sion will begin at 2:30 with Judge
quota in the cancer drive, according
Judge John Shermen Cooper, Som- amusements.
Joe F. Price presiding.
to Mrs. C. W. Watts, chairman, as
erset, swamped Roscoe Conkling
A special meeting will be held
Speakers include John Robinson
follows:
Douglas, Williamsburg, 46,330 to CIRCLE NO. 6
Friday night, August 9, at the Cayce
of Louisville, Guthrie Growe of
Crutchfield, Mrs. J. B. Kearby, high
7,698.
school for the purpose of-enLaGrange,
and
Joe
Leary
of Frank$12.25; Hickman, Mrs. Claud Mid- rolling veterans
Circle No. 6 of the First Baptist
in the Farmers fort.
dleton, $275.10; Hickman Theatre, Training
church met Monday with Mrs. KelProgram, from Sept. 1
NELSON-PEWITT
Homemakers, or January
$132.16; Palestine
ly Lowe at her home on the Union
1.
JUNIOR WOMAN'S CLUB
310; Slyvan Shade, Mrs. Robert
City highway, with ten members
Miss Nell Kathryn Nelson, dauELECTED OFFICERS
Brasfield, $10.30; Sylvan ShaTe
present. Mrs. J. W. Cheniae, chairMANY FULTON COUNTY
ghter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
V.
NelHomemakers, $2; Western, IdVa,
man of the program presided, and
STUDENTS AT LEXINGTON
son,
became
bride
the
of
James
Tuesday night at the regular
Wayne Yates, $10.90; total $925.83rMrs. T. S. _Humphries, program
Harold
Pewitt,
Sunday
afternoon,
meeting of the Junior Woman's
leader, brought an interesting mesRecords show that a total of six- Club, new officers for the ensuing when wedding nuptials were held
FIRST HOMECOMING
sage of Tithing. The hostess servat the Central Church of Christ.
teen students from Fulton county year were elected as follows:
ed light refreshments during the
Bro.
Pat
are
Hardeman
attending
of
Mayfield
the
second
sununer
Marilyn Shankle, president; Mrs.
Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbytersocial hour.
read
the
double
ring
term
ceremony.
enrollment
at
the
University Edward Benedict, vice president;
ian church two and one half miles
of
Kentucky, as follows:
Mrs. Dean Harwood, sister of the
Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle, 2d vice
west of Water Valley on the Water
ERNEST FALL MEMBER
Jacks M. Wellons, James K. president; Mrs. J. C. Olive,
Valley and Moscow road announces
re- bride, was matron of honor. Ernest OF LEAGUE
COMMITTEE
Steele,
Clyde
B.
Hill,
Short
of
Hugh
P.
Hamilton,
attended
Ohio,
cording
secretary;
its first homecoming on August 18,
Miss Virginia
Earle,i
,
Milton
Crawford,
Billy
groom
the
as
G.
Howbest
man, and
Howard, treasurer; Miss Martha
for the purpose of making plans for
Ernest Fall, Sr., of the Fulton
a new chruch _ building. Services Valentine, Charles M. Mullins, Har- Jean Brown, corresponding secre- ard Armbruster, John Austin and Building and
Loan Association, is
old G. Mullins, Lynn Houston, Guy tary.
Giant Bard were nshers.
start at the Sunday school hour,
a member of the U. S. Savings and
R. Brooks, Paul Armstead Leine,
Mrs. Pewitt is a graduate of
The meeting was presided over
10:00 o'clock. A basket lunch will
Fulton; Houston C. Roberts, by Miss Shankle, in the absence of Fulton high school, and has rec- Loan League's committee on supbe served at noon and the public Jr., of
ervision, examination and audit,
Ann
Garrigan,
Anval Hurt. Hick- Mrs. Ettgene Waggoner, president, ently been an employee of the Fulis invited. Visiting ministers, formHenry P. hr. Baltimore, president
man, Robert E. Nugent. Crutch- and fourteen members and one ton Bank.
er pastors and quartets have been
of the league, announces.
field.
Mr. Pewitt graduated from Cayce
visitor were present.
invited to help with the program.
The annual convention of the
high school and served in the 15th
league will be held in Milwaukee
Force
Air
as
A
MRS.
JOYNER
gunner
on
a
B-17
HOSTESS
MISS SALLY CONNOR
COUNTY SCHOOLS WILL
this fall.
In Suothern
°PIN IN EAST END
Miss 'Sally Connor, 65, of HenThe
newlyweds honeymooned in
Mrs. Moore Joyner was hostess MONDAY, AUGUST 211
derson, Tenri., died Friday, August
the Smoky Mountains. They will BAPTIST CHURCH GIVES
2, at 10:30 a. m., at the home of to the Missionary Society of the
TO WORLD RELIEF
On account of the 4-H Club make their home near Fulton,
her sister, Mrs. Claude Hall 1 of First Christian church Monday, at
where
the
groom
engaged
in
is
that city. Funeral services were her home in Highlands. Thirteen camp at Murray State Teachers
Members of the First Baptist
farming.
conducted Saturday
Walnut members answered roll call, and College during the week beginning
at
church of Fulton have subscribed
visitor,
one
Mrs.
E.
August
the
19th,
county
M.
schools
Oakes.
Grove by Rev. Holland of the
generously to aid World Relief.
Mrs. J. R. Holland. program in the eastern end of Fulton coun- MENTION VETERAN FARMER
Church of Christ of Henderson. InThe quota for the church, May
leader,
gave an interesting talk ty will not open until August 26,
terment followed in the Walnut
through September, is $1400. 'The
on Africa. Mrs. Harry Murphey, instead of August 19th, J. C. LawGrove cemetery.
There will be a meeting Friday goal for the special offering Sunchairman,
presided
superintendent
son,
annuonces.
over
the
busiformerly
Connor
in
resided
Mrs.
night August 9 at 8:00 o'clock at day was $1,000. hi May, June and
Weakley county. She is survived ness session, and it was decided to
Cayce high school for all veteran July, $220.71 was given, and $1,133.purchased
a
pulpit
Bible in memby three sisters, Mrs. Harry Helms
Mrs. Eva Bushart and grand- farmers who are interested in the 55 was received Sunday,.
of Chicago; Mrs. Edgard Hill of ory of the boys from the Christian daughter, Maxie Jewel Cavin
Veteran Farmer Training prigram.
California, and Mrs. Claude Hall Church who served their country. Baton Rouge, La., are visiting the Any one expevAing to enroll the BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
with whom she lived; two brothers,
former's mother, Mrs. W. B. Cooke frist of September or first of Jan
Mrs. A. A. Jones of Detroit is in Hickman.
Joe and Burt Connor of near Fuluary should attend. The program
Mr. and Mrs. ftoy Ferguson, Paston. Jim Hemphill, south of Ful- spending a few days with parents.
will be fully explained and neces- chall-st, annoutv•:e the birth of a
ton is an uncle; and Mrs. Cora Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Wilkins on
Sally Simpkins says: Save food sary forms for enrollemnt will be son born Tuesday night at Haws
Swiggart of Fulton an aunt.
Park-ay.
each day, save lives that way.
distributed.
Memorial hospital.
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Maybe, in the next war, nobody
Consequently, there is nothing rewill want to be an officer. Cer- markable about the admission by
tainly, it will be precarious to be a Maj. Gen. Alden H. Waitt, chief of
high-ranking officer or to win the the chemical warfare servke, that
PTTBLISHID EVERY FRIDAY
be, if defective mortor shells cause the
war. The main reward
Salem! as second class matter June present examples can be used for I death of some Amcsrican soldiers.
118, 1933, at the post office at Fulton, a prediction, denunciation as a It is not even a point made for the
ILy., under the act of March 3, 187t "brass hat," determination to grab Senate War Investigating commiteverything and leave nothing for tee whose members seen to think
OBrTUARTIM. Card of Thanka, anybody else.
they have uncovered a sensation.
Simisess Notices and Political Cards
The committee should concern
°harped at the rates specified by GNDHI WORRIED ABOUT U. S.
itself with a ninquiry into the possdepartment.
advertising
ibility that defective shells were
Mohandas K. Gandhi, so-called knowingly passed to the Army by
Subscription rates radius cd 310
spiritual
leader
warns
of
India,
contractors callous to the consemiles of Fulton $1.50 a yetrr.
that the atomic bomb will incite quences while gobbling profits
where $2.00 a year.
the world to a "return to violence from war orders. If the investigawith renewed zeal."
tors can get enough facts to tie
This evidently means, if it means such a charge upon a war profiteer
anything, that the United States, then it would be a sensation.
as the sole possessor of the new
While on tne suoject we might
bomb, might go on an imperialistic
is well point out that in warfare,
spree° and attempt to assert itself whether
beween planes, warships
WHO WANTS TO BE AN
by force. We do not believe that
or men on the ground, accidents ocOFFICER?
there is any likelihoodd of such a
cur and there were, rib doubt, manY
policy.
instances where our men were killdecided
that
The Congress has
Just how the atomic bomb, in ed by our own weapons. We see
soldiers and sailors in the armed our possession, could incite nations
to avoid this unforunate
forces should receive terminal leave without it to try violence "with no way
result of handling danerous weappay, at a cost of two or three billion renewed zeal" escapes our imagions in battle. The fact of these
to the treasury.
nation. Consequently, it appears killings is by no means the same
We have no quarrel with the that Gandhi is concerned about the
as the suspicion that some manuCongressmen in- their decision. The future attitude of the United States.
facturer was deliberately careless
officers in the service received
Gandhi also opines that the atom- in the making of weapons or shells.
terminal leave pay and, we suppose,
ic bomb has "deadened the finest
it is nothing but right and proper
feeling that has sustained mankind FREE PRESS MUST BE
for enlisted men to be shown the
for ages." He plugs for non-violence TRUTHFUL
same consideration.
declaring that hatred "can be overIt seems likelly, however, that
come only by love." The formula
There is an admirable appreciaCongress. in its present mood tois interesting but we wonder if tion of a "free press" in the Unit.
wardd "brass hats" will continue
Mr. Gandhi ever thought of trying ed States, but we are afraid that
to extend benefits to soldiers, sailto stop Hitler or Mussolini or Hiro- some of those who laud journalistic
ors and marines until the advanthito and their machines "by love." independence are claiming
too
ages of the services will be all with
The truth of the matter is that rnuch for it when they assert that
the men in the ranks.
the Indian leader, who heads the it can keep the peace of the world.
The proponents of the freedom
Congress party, has been able to
get by with considerable stirring of the press, as applied to internaof ill-feeling in India against the tional affairs and relations to every
British only because he is dealing country of the earth, are likewise
with a tolerant people, possessing prone to cover too much ground
considerable wisdom in connection in their assertions. While the UnChiropractor
with the handling of other races. restricted acquisition and publica
His Oteory -,••ouldn't have gotten to tion of news is a valuable instruCity National Bank Bldg fint rase a:_-,ainst the Nazis or the mentality of progress, it is not a
miracle-worker.
JaT ,nese.
It is quite true that a free press
Office Hous 9 to 12; 2 to 5
can expose the facts and call atWAR HAS ITS ACCIDENTS
tention to
--suspicious behavior,
Evenings 7 to 8 p.
Anybody above the fifth grade either by individuals or nations,
in school ought to understand that and can champion the causes of
Plasmatic Therapy
in war some soldiers are killed civilization and peace. It is just as
accidentally by their own arniy and true, however, that a free press can
PHONE 97
that others give up their lives when also lend itself to propaganda camElectrical Treatments
munitions and explosives fail to paigns that over-emphasize partial
truth and thus present to the pubbehave as expected.
lic an entirely disorted picture_ol
the true situation.
While we join with other journalists in proclaiming the virtues of
a free press, and believe that it is
a necessity to the progress of peace,
we are also conscious of' the obligation that such a press must assume. It is not only necessary to
have the right to print freely, but
it is equally important that what
is printed reflects a fair and acOur Frozen Food Locker Plant Is NOW Ready
curate report. Even with the best
intentions of individuals who do
for Operation. Patrons may call at their conthe work of the press, this is often
hard to accomplish, but it is esvenience for the'ir key.
sential that the ideal be kept in
mind along with the freedom demanded.
J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher

DR. T. M. REID

•
motes,
physical activity, blood
transftsions, envirorunent, chemistry and electrical forces are all involved in aging, and no one has
yet succeeded in straightening out
the tangle."
WASTE DENIED
Who remembers the stories, just
after the end of the war, that told
uf enormous quantities of food
wasted by the Navy and of boxes
of food tossed overboard?
Well a sub-committee of the
which conducted an investigation
House Naval Affairs Committee,
in response to such complaints, re-

CHAS. W. BURROW

ports that food wastage, under Navy jurisdiction, was "relatively
minor, compared with the vohamne
of food handled."
This conclusion will not end the
circulation of such reports and, for
beyears, it will be confindently
lieved by many good Americans upon the basis of whispered revelations by somebody without information, that both the Army and
Navy wasted food recklessly and
without concern during the war
and afterwards.
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DADE PARK RACES
Aug. 3 to Sept. 2
(Inclusive)
7 Races Paily, 8 Saturday
and Labor Day—Rain or Shine
POST TIME FIRST RACE 2 p.m.
Track Located Midway Between
Evansville, Ind., and
Ilenderson, Ky., on U. S.
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N TICE TO MEMBERSt

OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
BANK—PHONE GI

Farm and City Property
List or Buy With Us!

Members of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers'
Association in Fulton County, Kentucky. and in ()Ilion County,
Tennessee. will meet at 2 p. m. Saturday, August 10, to nominate candidates for directors. The meeting will be held in
the Courthouse at Fulton, Kentucky.

RADIO REPAIR
SERVICE

On Saturday. Angust 24th polls will be open at the same location from 9 a. m. until 4 -p. m, and official ballots will be
provided for members to elect a director to represent their
district for a term of three years.

Parts and Tubes

PI

The election of August 24 will be dispensed with in districts
where there ls only one nominee for director and such nomik
nee will be declared duly elected director for the respective
district by the Election C'ommittee.

Phone 1261
HAM'S RADIO
SERVICE

WESTERN DARK FIRED TOBACCO
GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

324 Walnut St., Fulton

MURRAY, KY.

Acr

MEN

NE SERVICE
649 BUS LINE
Known As Newsom Bus Line
nion City, Tennessee

Notice To Our Patrons

With the addlti n of more runs and new service as shown below, the following schedules a
will become effective, Saturday, July 27, 1946. The original schedules (Included below) will remain the same.
Making connection with Greyhound, Gulf Transport and Dunlap Bus Lines at Union City.
Making connection with Greyhound and Southern Bus Lines at Fulton. Making connections at
Tiptonville with Shorty's Bus Line.

H. H. NEWSOM, Owner
Phone 44 For Information

CAN MAN LIVE 150 YEARS?

Sawyer s Market
234 Fourth St. Ext.

Fulton, Ky.

Telephone 75

See Us For Your—

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
HOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS.

POULTRY POWDER
WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL
DRUG COMPANY

Considerable publicity recently
emphasized the conclusion of Dr.
Alexander A. Bogomolets, Ukrainian scientist, who suggested that
"a man should live to the age of
150."
Dr. Begomolets, one of the great
scientists of the Soviet Union, discovered a serum which he though
might tend to prevent the detioration of connective tissues and trus
prolong the life of an individual
if the treatment were taken before
deterioration set in.
The Russian scientist, however,
according to news reports, recently
died at the age of 65. Suffering from
heart trouble, h ewas unable to use
his own preparation, but, in fairness
to him, it should be emphasized
that he did not make enthusiastic
or exaggerated claims for his serum. although he suggested that it
might help to prevent the- recurrence of cancer tumors after their
surgical removal.
The medical profession in this
country recognizes that the biological research of the Soviet scientist
may hold promise in the treatment
of chronic diseases, such as hardening of the arteries, high blood pressure, arthritis and other serious
diseases of later middle age. It was
recently revealed that the Soviet
Army, during the war, successfully
used the serum in the treatment
of wounded Russian soldiers, noting
that it hastened the healing of many
wounds and contributed to the
knitting of fractures.
An interpreter of the Bogomolas
theory recently reported that the
3cientist reached the conclusion that
"we shrivel up like old organes
f-,r many reasons that are not yvell
•Ierstood. Food, vitamins, hor-

BUS LEAVING•
Lv.
Lv.
for TROY
U. CITY
7:25 AIVI
7:00 AM
12:01 PM
12:25 PM
3:55 PM
3:30 PM
5:15 PM
5:40 PM

Lv.
HORN'BK
7:45 AM
12:45 PM
4:15 PM
6:00 PM

Ar
Lv.
Lv.
SAMBURG, BLUE BNK TIP'VILLE
8:00 AM
8:10-AM
8:20 AM
1:00 PM
1:10 PM
1:20 PM
4:40 pm
4:30 PM
4:50 PM
6:15 PM
6:25 PM
6:35 PM

BUS LEAV G:
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
for HICKMAN, PHILLIPPY TIPTONVIL.LE
U. CITY
8:55
AM
8:30 AM
7:30
12:10 PM
11:45 AM
11:15 AM
10:45
3:25 PM
3:00 PM
2:30 PM
2:00 PM
5:45 PM
5:15 pm.
8:40 PM
8:15 PM
7:45 PM
7:15 PM
BUS LE VING:
LV.
LV.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
AR.
TIPTONVILLE,for BLLTE BANK.SAMBURG HORNBEAK,TROY. U.
CITY
1:50 PM
2:05 PM 2:25 PM
1:40 PM
1:30 PM
2:50 PM
AM
6:05
5:50
AM
6:25
AM
AM
5:40
5:30 AM
6:50 AM
9:20 AM
9:35 AM 9:55 AM 10:20 AM9:10 AM
9:00 AM •
5:20 PM
5:35 PM 5:55 PM
5:10 PM
5:00 PM
6:20 PM
BUS LEAVING:
Ar.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv
IPTONVILLE, for PHILLIPPYY, HICKMAN, U. CITY
6:30 AM
6:00 AM
9:55 AM
10:30 AM
9:25 AM
9:00 AM
1:45 PM
1:10
PM
12:40 PM
12:15 PM
4:25 PM
5:00 PM
3:55 PM
3:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:40 PM
7:10 PM
6:45 PM
US LEAVING:
Lv.
Lv.
TIPTONVILLE, for PHILLIPPY,
9:00
12:15
3:30
6:45

AM
PM
PM
PM

BUS LEAVING:
Lv.
for
FULTON
7:00 AM
10:00 AM
3:00 PM ,
6:15 PM

9:25 AM
12:40 PM
3:55 pm
7:io PM

I.v.
IIICKMAN,
7:45 AM
10:45 AM
3:45 PM
2:30 PM
7:45 PM

Lv.
HICKVAN,
6:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:55 AM
1:10 PM
4:25 PM
7:40 PM

Ar
FULTON
6:45 AM
8:45 AM
2:00 PM
5:15 PM

Lv.
Ar.
PHILLIPPY, TIPTONVILEE
8:30 AM
8:55 AM
11:45 AM
12:10 PM
3:00 PM
8:15 PM

3:25 PM
8:40 PM
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Keep Your Motor Smiling

KATTERJOHN,
Concrete Product!.
\
P•thimb. es.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

We handle GOOD GLUF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE

SERVICE
STATION
Fulton Ky.

Mayfield Highway

1

in the last eight years.
The Mexican border continues to
hold first place in the number of
arrests. Hundreds attempt to pass
the line daily. Not all of them are
apprehended but patrols, operating
along the border and the coasts,
covering 60,000 miles of frontier,
catch thousands of criminals, stowaways and smuggled aliens and the
riff-raff of many nations.
the
The immigration laws of
United States restrict the number
of foreigners who can enter the
country legally for the purpose of
becoming citizens. There is, of
course, a yearning on the part of
many others to make their home in
th eland of fabulous prosperity,
and, consequently, a considerable
traffic in smuggling aliens into the
United States.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches Cloaks and Thus
Pieces of Ail Hinds Ad:mantlely Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

HERE! NOW!

QUELL
MO. MINS en= 1.11.4

SAYS FARM LAND IS TOO HIGH

AfeatFord Trucks
FEATURING
32 IMPORTANT
ADVANUMENTS

still
These fine new trucks add
further to the great Ford truck
reputation of more work for
Jews money. Thirty-two RCN
engineering advancements increase their efficiency and your
profits!

New aluminum alloy
pistons with 4 rings
esch---new SILVALOY
bearings ... those and
many more advancements mean more work
for lean money!

We Service All Makes
Our thoroughly trained truck
mechanics and special truck
service facilities enable us to
give you A-1 service on all
makes.

A :Tennessee banker, speaking
recently in North Carolina, said
that it is time to discourage the
'spiraling of farm land prices," asserting that in a number of states
the prices are "now well over their
hige averages of 1920."
The banker, C. W. Bailey, said
that taking 1921-14 as normal, farm
lands, all over the nation, am-aver
140 and warns that "indebtedness
incurred now in the purchase of
additional land could become very
oppressive in future years."
This is a timely warning. It
should not be necessary in Fulton

$395 Per 11•L

voirrr -ro

-

.eviammo.

JP

NEW TRUCKS

USED TRUCKS

' WIU. OAAKe YOU
,
II4ella
*

LiFe LoN6

FROND,

FULTONIKY.
•

Warren Jewelry Co.
311 Walnut Street

Phone 98

Fulton, Ky.

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS
Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
needs.

RE-NU
$1401 SHOP

•,.

I
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1
_ 7N,

Bring your watch to us for regulation and repair service. Satisfaction assured.

vie PutAllata MORTIWIF
..

SPEND A

• 4.
),

A140 VOV CAN PLAY MU
ON YOUR !MAWR:-

NO-I ..74.4?

sopa•m-pac.oix
aisir.maoat voopmq

Watch Repairing

Concrete or Cinder Blocics, Waterproof Cement,
FIRES/TONE STORE

"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP

A PARTY'

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.

Stops water leakage in basement.
foundation, walls, buildings.
Aquella fills every tiny masonry
pore and expands, making a
watertight seal as it sets. Beaqiiful white,eggshell-like finishscori•
tinues to harden with age.AVW
not powder, rub off, blister;-peel
or flake. Use Aquella for interkirs;
Aquella No. 2 for exteriors.

county, where manY ProsPerous
farmers lost their land after the
first World War through the process of buying too much additional
high-priced land.

ICAN t IICRAOLY
`YOUR RADIO

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

L

1
1

4IKW

Adams & Lowe

..---.- ....

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Lake Street, Fulton

Next to the City National Bank

Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
NOTICE!
If you have termites, write or call
Carl Grooms for free inslection,
402 South llth Street, Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 716-R. Reference furnished.
5tp

•

Has Your
Subscription
Expired ?
Subscribe
or
Renew
Your Subscription
To Your Home and Community
Paper.

R e a d••••
All the local news in the

Fulton News
One year's subscription
in this vicinity

Only
$1.50
You save by subscribing now---Pre-War rate
still in force locally.
Subscription rates slightly increased in
zones more than 25 miles from Fulton,
Mail, send or phone in your subscription
TODAY!

WANTED—To rent unfurnished
house or apartment, five rooms or
more. J. C. Frederick, 209 West
State Line, Phnae 316.
25-5tpd
FOR SALE--New allelectric Milk
Cooler, will hold 14 gallon cans
of milk. Ceiling price. Immediate
delivery. Quick Service Ref. Ser.
vice, 204 Church-st, Fulton, Phone
848-R
27-21c
FARM FOR SALE--80 acres one
mile north of Liberty church.
School bus, mail route and milk
route by door. Elechicity on farm.
Several thousand feet of timber. If
interested see Samuel E. Holly,
Fulton Route 1.
2tp.
OVERLOOKING LMPORTANT
51ARKET
It is well known that manufacturers of products sold on a national stale have directed the major part of their selling efforts toward large city markets .
We have often wondered why
these sellers organize their advertising campaigns almost exclusively
in large cities. Very often they use
every daily newspaper in a large
city, thus inevitably
duplicating
their sales effort, without taking
into consideration the vast market
that offers profits in the small towns
and cities throughout the nation.
The importance of this market is
emphasized by mbh L. Thiele, who
says that a survey sponsored by
Partfinder Magazine, revealed that
towns of less than 5,000 population,
representing only ten per cent of
the country's total, do twenty-three
per cent of the nation's business.
Mr. Thiele points out that sixtyper cent of the population of this
country lives in cities under 25,000
and on farms. He says that forty
per cent of the $42,000,000,000 worth
of retail sales in 1930 came from
towns under this size.
McCRACKEN FARMER
BUILDS GOOD SOIL
How Alloy .Poat, a farmer of the
St. Johns community in McCracken
county, made good land from what
was a poor farm 31 years ago, is
told by E. J. Kilpatrick of the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics.
Mr. Poat started improving
his
soil when Kilpatrick served as the
first county agent in the county.
All of his farm has been treated
with lime and phosphate and much
to it terraced.
"Poat produced 90 bushels of corn
to the acre last year on a field
from which 20 bushels to the acre
would have been a high yield when
he moved on the farm," said Kilpatrick, adding that through the use
of lime, phosphate, clover and manure, Poat has increased the. fertility of the soil. He also has alfalfa
and red, sweet and ladino clover
growing on his farm.
Poat, who raised a family of six
children, has paid for his 80-acre
farm, has a_ herd of Shorthorn
cattle and has bought several thousand dollars worth of war bonds.
KEEP ATOMIC SECRET UNTIL-Declaring that the offer of the
United States to give up the atomic
bomb, a new Ind tremendously
powerful weapon, is "an act unparallel in history," Dr. Herbert V.
Evatt, Australian Minister of External Affairs, says that insistence
by this country of a control syStem is justified, not only by the
interests of the United States itself, but of all peace-loving nations.
We cal] attention to this observation of the outstanding statesman
of Australia because there is a
tendency on the part of some scientists to say no peace will last unless the United States immediately
releases the full secrets 2f the atomic bomb. To give awa'y this secret,
without establishing beforehand a
control system, would be an act of
stupidity.
Until the nations of the world
are willing to get together and
formulate an effective control system, adequate to guarantee the
safety of all nations, the United
States is completely justified in
retaining as long as it can, the
secret of the atomic bomb.
.Subscribe to THE NEWS!

TEACHERS AND NURSES
Two professions that should be
well paid for their services and
which have been underpaid in sections of this country in the past
are teaching and nursing. With a
rising cost of living underway and
salaried workers bearing the worst
of its effects, these two professions
should be considered.
Probably the educational profession has received more favorable
publicity recently. In many states
teachers' salaries are being raised
and their profession lauded by responsible officials. But too many
hospitals remain understaffed and
are suffering from a lack of candidates in nursing schools.
Teachers mold the lives of future
generations but nurse ssave those
of today—and a poor or overworked hospital staff is a serious
defect In its community. It becomes even more serious when we
have an emergdncy in the family.
Something is wrong with a wage
scale allowing taxi drivers to make
more than deans of Universities.
Something is wrong when unskilled labor makes more money than
skilled nurses and teachers. And
with inflation possible, and rising
costo f living an actuality, both professions need a helping hand from
the average citizen of this country.

suggested, should be sold by the
government as soon as high enough
bids are received for them.
The rubber sul4sidy, we suppose,
could take several fornta. A high
tariff on the import of natural rubber would be the indirect way, Tlie
payment of so much a pound for
the use of synthetic, plus some
compulsory regulations requiring
it use, would be another. A third
would be the sale of governmentowned plants at much less than
cost.
We do not pretend to know
whether the nation can depend upon natural rubber for its future
war needs or whether production
in the rubber areas will be sufficient to permit the government to
buy and store a huge surplus. lf,
however, the government must
have the core of a synthetic industry our own suggestion is that the
goverrunent operate some of its
synthetic plants, storing the product for future use. This might
prove to be the cheapest plan.
WISE AND OTHERWISE
DO Will

Labor leaders are pointing out
that recent increases in pay have
already been nullified by the rise
in living costs. De we have to sit
Even the worker who reaped through this whole picture again?
war profits or those who are mak- —Brubaker ih The New Yorker.
ing more in a week today than they
did in a month formerly, must
understand that their children de-'
serire the best opportunity. The
best in.cludes an efficient and widespread medical profession. It also
Welding and Machine
includes good teachers and better
schools for a generation which is
Shop
starting out in what we hope will
be a peaceful era.
Electric and Acetylene
To induce competence in these
professions, there must be an adeWelding
quate living in them. Respect,
pride an da good salary should
go along with the work. To get
General Repairing
these virtues, more money will be
needed in the future. Money spent
for such purposes should be conPhone 345
sidered a sound Investment.

GUY WEBB

103 McDowell St.

NEW SUBSIDY PROPOSED

Maw

The synthetic rubber industry
built to supply war needs. apparently needs a fat 'sucisidy frnm the
givernment if it is to continue opperations. This is the conclusion
that follows the suggestion of a federal committee that government
subsidies and compulsory use of
synthetic are the best way to preserve the industry for national defense.
The peesibility that the industry

may sustain itself without subsidies

Too Mover Mc:nod Your

ENTAL PLATES
So Easily
Kleeniir •arly amour. Urn.
lel brooking. low owl roar
plate or bridge is a plaza
di( osier. Add • little kir.
•
site. Plesto! Stains. dob
ealeratbens. derrt•re odor disappesr. Your
teeth sparkle like se, Ask poor druggist
today foe klemite.

K 1.1.ENITE Or. Brushless Way

is admitted but this is uncertain.
There seems to be a strong drive Get KLEENITE today at DeMyer
for support to private industry to Drug Company, Evans Drug Comoperate the war plants which, it is
pany and all good druggists.
die

MAKE
YOUR ROOMS
SAY
"WELCOME"
... to give new
It's so easy ... and it costs so
life and radiance to woodwork,floors and old furniture when you use Kurfees Granitoid Quick-Drying
Enamel. Makes rooms cozier, lovelier . . . more
livable, more inviting. Makes you feel better, tool ...
Try Granitoid Enamel. ... You'll find it works
like magic!

GRANITOID ENAMEL
Brushes on s-m-o-o-t-h-l-y, spreads evenly, goes
further and dries in just a few hours. A single pint
enough for one breakfast table and four chairs.
Because of Granitoid's fine quality one coat is usually
enough. Washes easily; lasts for years. Make your
aelections now front many lovely colors!

KRAMER LUMBER CO.
Walnut St.

Phone 96

Fulton, Ky,
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Prompt, Proper Cooling Preserves
Quality Vital to High Grade Milk
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11F."By IRA MILLER
Pawn Electrification Bureau

most farmers have turned from ice
and water to electricity as a more
economical, time and labor saving
method for solving their Milk cooling problem. Electric milk coolers are
of two general types —"wet" and
"dry." The first type employs electrically chilled water, automatically

Top quality in milk, the preservation of which is as important as its
initial achievement, depends upon
being properly and promptly
cooled shortly after Bossie has made

mow
I upiture
ction
ifficto
lf,
must

the
its
prolight

ber contribution to the nation's food
welfare.
The advantages of healthy herds,
the use of clean, sterilized dairy utensils and sound farm management
practices, can allp out of a farrner's
grasp as easiky u a greased pig at
the county fair, unless mllk is cooled
below 50 degrees within approximately an hour and a half after milk' Irig time.
Milk is cooled on farms in one of
three ways: by water, ice or mechanical' refrigeration. Just as storm
cellars cannot function adequately as
storage places for perishable farm
produce. so water alone cannot perform the job expected of it in cool, ing milk to • point where bacteria
growth is halted. The addition of ice
to water. often proves too costly even
when • sufficient supply is available.
Tests show that from 75 to 175 pounds
of ice are needed to cool and store
40 gallons of milk per day in summer weather. bringing the cost of
cooling, in some Instances, to as much
as $40 per month.
Faced with uncertain results on
one hand and high costs on the other,

out
have
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kept at the proper cooling temperature by thermostatic control. The
"dry" cooler requires an aerator for
cooling the milk, which is then stored
in • refrigerated compartment Often
the refrigerated compartment is large
enough to be of the "walk-in" variety, suitable for the cold storage of
meat. PoultrY. eggs, fruit and vegetables, in addition to milk.
in immersion coolers, milk cans
are placed in insulated tanks, filled
to the proper depth with "refrigerated" water. A number of coolers of
this type are equipped with agitators,
which circulate the water, thus providing more rapid transfer of heat
from the milk_ In aerator coolers.
milk passes over • corrugated, metal
shield, which is cooled by a constant
flow of terriperature-controlled water,
kept in motion by electricity.
The operating cost of electrical
milk coolers averages about 1 kilowatt hour of power per 40 quarts.
One mil-western farmer figures he
spends 91.71 per month for electricity to cool 193 cans of milk in his
6-can immersion cooler.

A New Era in Railroading
•
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Picture shows one of the new GM Dleael loC.omotives placed tn operation
hy,the Atlantic
East Carolina Railway, which thereby becomes the
flrat AMOS/IC*11 short tine railroad to use mainline Diesel locomotives.
Three Diesels will replace aaaaa steam locomotives of ancient vintage.
NEW Bitatrl, N. C.—A new era
in railroading hecame a reality her*
when tbe Atlantic & Eafit Carolina Railway, only 94 miles in
length, became the Brit American
siort lin* railroad to use mainline
Diesel locomotives
Railroad tmocutives attending inaugural ceregOordes both here and
at Morehead City, the ether tot-Minus ot th• railway, predicted the
ultimate extension of main line
Dieael operation to scores of other
American abort lin• railroads
throughout the country.
Me, pointed out that hundreds
of small farming and manufacturing communities would be benefited
and made to prosper. because
cheaper operating costs with Diesel
power would, enable many short
tins railroadatto better their services to shippers and passengers and
show profits Instead of losses. •
The two 1,860 horsepower medullae Genera) Motors Diesel l000mo.
tives placed io service Plus an.
ether 1,000 h.p. Ciht mainline locomotive to be delivered later 111 the
year, will completely Diesel's* the
ireight and passenger operat1ons of
ihe Atlantio 6 East Carolina Railway, and w111 replace seven steam
RECIPE OF THE WEEK
When meat is scarce anti is too
high in price for thrifty buyers,
the family. can still be supplied
with prOteins through the plentiful use of cheese, rrallk 'and egg
dishes, according to Miss Florence
Imlay, nutrition specialist at the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics.
Tomatoes with Cottage Cheese
6 large tomatoes
1 1.2 cups of cottage cheese
1-2 cup diCed cucumber
3 tablespoons chopped onion
3-4 teaspoon salt
6 rings green pepper
4 cups shredded cabbage
Cream dressing
Peel' chilled tomatoes, then make

locomotives of ancient irintage.
The new Diesels are versatile
enough to handle trains in regular
service and also do all necessity)
switching at terminals and at stops
en route. Additional passenger
coaches will soon augment the oew
meths power equipment.
Inauguration of the new &Llano.
& East Carolina Diesel service be
gan here with the acceptance of the
new locomotives by H. P. Edwards.
Chairman ot the Board and direct.
big head of the railroad which
owned by the State of North Caro.
line and leased to the operating
company.
Before leaving tor an initial run
both locomotives were christened
with chatnpagne: and later wen
placed on exhibition both here and
at other cities along the llna
Guests Incited on the premier
trip Included GOVIW1201` Ft. Gregg
Cherry of North Carolina: .1 H.
Hood, president of the American
Short Line Railroad Association,
mayors of cities along the rallroa&
officials of the Electro-Motive Dle$
sion of General Motors. which ball*
the locomotivu; and newspaper.
men. members ot the legislature
shippers and railroad officials

a fan wheel by cutting each one
in six or eight sections to it holds
together. rill center with a mound
of cottage cheese mixed with cucumber, onion and salt. Top with
green pepper ring. Arrange on bed
of shredded cabbage mixed with
cream dressing.
Sour Cream Dressing: Add slowly
4 tablespoons of lemon juice or
vinegar to 1-2 cup sour cream, beating constantly. Add 1-2 teaspoon
salt, 1 teaspoon celery seed and 1
tablespoon sugar. Add to cabbage
and toss lightly to mix throughly.
Menu: Stuffed tomatoes with
cottage cheese, butter beans, corn
on the cob, swiss chard, corn muffins, butter and frozen custard with
sliced peaches.

VEGA TURNS ON THE LIGHT

Silo Simpkins Says
•

In Cleveland, Ohio, a thirtyfour-inch incandescent light bulb,
of 160,000 candle power was lighted
recently by a ray that came from
the star Vega, 176 trillion mileit
from the earth.
Just how the scientific experts
managed to pick up the light ray
from Vega and transmit it through
a photo-electric cell through telephone wires and then to the hugh
globe is something that we do not
understand. For that mater, who
knows exactly how the scientists
ascertained that Vega is twentyyears from the earth or that it is
several times brighter than the
Sun?
While we cannot explain the technical details by which the scientist manages to discover the secrets
of the tremendous universe, of
which this earth is such an infini•
tesimal fragment, there is no reason'to doubt the accuracy of their
information. By study, by test and
by experiment, the scientist reveals the full truth of nature and
nothing is to be gained by deriding
the truth, even if it shatters sorne
of our prejudices.
The work of the scientists is not
understood by many American but,
then, for that matter,.the Aiork of
some average American citizen is
not understood by many scientists.
An expert astronomer, for example,
might have difficulty in cultivating
a field and producing a crop, but
he is too smart to dispute the fact
that farniers have the know-hoiv
and that harvests inevitnbly fellow
proper method is and proper conditions.
141
READING PROVOKES
THINKING
Among the 1946 resolutions that
you probably forgot to make ought
to have been one that you would
read a sensible book, on a sensible
subject, at least every month.
When a man or woman takes a
year to write a book on any stkhject, those interested in the topic
ought to be able to stand the wont
for several hours, without brainfag.
There are entirely too many Peliple in Fulton county who take
for granted that they can le
everything that is worth know
from current comment related
gossipping friends.
Thinking is what makes men
mount to something, The more ti;
people of a community think the
better and the more prosperoue
that community is. You needn's ai#
us to prove that statement. We
'haven't the time and doubt if w:e
have the brains, but it is the trugi
just the same.
THE "FLEET" AT TRIESTE , The strength of the U. S. Nal*
In the Mediterranean is two cru.Mers and two destroyers, but we believe that the "fleet" has beia)
concentrated at Trieste.
The rivalry of Yugoslavia
Italy over this port has resulted
an international tug-of-war that
carries certain danerous possibit
ties. The fact that Russia has bacRed the claim of Yugoslavia makles
the problem more serious. Undoubtedly, the Yugslavian forces in the
area far outnumber those of the
United States, and Great Britain,
which, it seems to us, make an explosive situation.
The fact that the United States
has dispatched cruisers into the
harbor of Trieste is what the diplomats would call a "demonstration
of strength." It tends to emphasiZe
the interest of this country in the
peaceable settlement of the Trieste
question but, in our opinion, the
nation should immediately dispach additional warships into the
Mediterranean in order to let RuSsia know very clearly that lye
are interested in any attempt to
settle war questions in that area.
by force.
•
STATE FINANCES IMPROVE
While the Federal government has
been piling up a huge debt, the
financial condition of State has improved until State finances ,generillly are in better shape than they
have been in for many years.
Overall State debt has been reduced more than 25 per cent.
!
State and local governments haVe
accumulated an dinvested, mostiv
in government bonds, more than
$5,000,000,000 in surplus funds.
Unemployment compensation reserves by the end of the war totaled
more than $6,000,000,000.
The improvement of state finanees, however, affords only minor relief for taxpayers eompared with
the overshadowing size of the Federal debt and prospect Federal tint
rates will be maintained at high
levels in an effort to balance the
qatioal budget.

good way to help keep soil
through the winter is to keep it
under cover.
Solis are more likely to enjcy
long life if they have a good sense
of humus.
The use to which land is put in
winter will help determine its
best use in summer.
Kitchen fats sent down the drain
will never produce soap to send
dirt to th esame place.
The farmer who keeps green
fields through the winter will be
able to keep more "green backs"
throughout the year.
Pastures afford economical feed
for livestock, but livestock cannot
get something from the pasture that
isn't in it.
Henhouse pests are not necessarily atomic bums, even if they are
mighty mites. Anyhow, there is a
defense against them in DDT and
other good sprays.
Production records enable the
dairy farmer to know whether any
of his cows are being overpaid.
GOLDEN GLEAMS
Jealousy lies upon doubt, and
comes to an end or becames a fury
as soon as it passes from.doubt to
certainty.—La Rochefoucauld.
A jest's prosperity lies in the
ear
Of him that hears it, never in
the tongue;
Of him that makes it.—Shakespeare.
Let a man keep the law—any
law—and his way will be strewn
with satisfatcion.—Emerson.
A little learning is a dangerous
thing;
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring;
There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,
And drink largely sobers us again. —Pope.
A little philosophy
inclineth
man's mind to atheism;
but
depth to philosophy bringeth men's
min dabout to religion.—Bacon.
TAXES TAKE LARGEST
SLICE OF TOP SALARIES

CAR OWNERS
who care use

TEXACO GAS AND OIL
We have accessories of all

kinds, Batteries

and Battery Charging.
Do washing, greasing, polishing and Simonizing, fix flats, vulcanize tires and tubes.

Road Service

MOULTRIE'S tile
Located on West State Line Street
Phone 9183

FURNACE and ROOF
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
your roof.
TIN WORK A SPECIALTY

Smallman & Webb

Uncle Sam is getting by far the
TIN SHOP
largest cut out of those top corporate salaries •the Treasury has
Main and Olive Streets,
brought back into the news.
Commenting on Treasury reports
of salaries and bonuses ranging gionisimmitimmlinnionsititmomminmilmonimmilimisitiliniitamis
upwards of $75,000 annually, the
IChamber of Commerce of the united States notes:
The Federal tax collector takes
about $64,000 oi4 of a $100,000 net
income. Surtaxes rise steedly until
the Treasury gets about 85.5 per
cent of a $1,000,000 income.
The man in the $100,000 bracket
whose incomes doubles to $200,000
has only about $15,000 left out of
his "raise" after the Federal tax.
"A company has found," says the
Chamber, " that it has to pay one
of its executives a $300,000 salary
in order 'that he might net about
$60,000 after paying Uncle Sam
$240,000. And he has other taxes
to -pay in addition to the Feteral
income levy!"
e

Fulton, Kit:s

The Public Appreciates

QUALITY IN PRINTING

Fulton Printing Co.
Fulton, Kentucky

BUDGET BALANCEIN DOUBT'
A balanced Federal budget for
the current fiscal year, which began July 1, is the nation's biggest
financial question.
Weighing government estimates
against business trends and congressional appropriations, fiscal experts
say a balanced budget for the 194647 bookkeeping year may or may
not be achieved, depending on
whether
Treasury receipts are
greater than now expected.
Budget estimates pointing to a
balance in the current year, after
more than a decade of record-breaking deficits, have been upset by appropriations greater than anticipated early in 1946. Mettnwhile receipts
also have held up better than ex- I
pected and further gains in revenesu may result from business improvement.
Economists are watching the budget with particular interest now
because a balanced Federal budget
is regarded as one of the most effective means of checking the inflationary trend in prices.

DR.E. B. CHERRY
Veterinarian
at the

Owl Drug Co.

Distinctive Printing
Engraving
Stationery

The Printing Number

Phone 470
Lettei heads

Envelopes

Statements

Ruled Forms

Sale Bills
Wedding Announcements
Visiting Cards

Phone- 460
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
Night Phone Martin, 281

Personal Stationery
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LATHAM
AND BIBLE UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Marven Clark from
Chica,go, Ill.; spent the week end
with :heir parents, Mr. and Mrs.
/Oscar Clark and Mr. and Mrs. DOC
StOW.

Carney suffered a
LUCy
lwart attack last Sunday but is
4somt!'better now.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Glover are
moving to Willie Harwood's place
wevk from Fulton, Ky.
Beauton
Lockridke and
are vacationing in Detroit,
Mich: this week. They went to get
•ti new tan
WOCk will begin this week on a
new room at Hible Union school,
which is badly needed. It is hoped
it 41 be completed by August- 26,
th,! tate.- set for the school to begin.
M:s. Mignine Morrison and Mrs.
Loveme Winstead have been elected to teach at Bible Usion for the
Mrs.

next school term.
Mrs. Gertie McClain is worse this
week.
Mrs. Birtie Robey came home
from the hospital last week, and is
much better.
Mrs. Bonnie Brouen was operated on last Friday at the Fulton
Hospital. She is doing fine.
Several women enjoyed the brush
demonstration party and refreshments given by Mrs. Lorene Parker
last Friday afternoon. The next
party will be at Mrs. Bell Blackard's
on August 16th.

Mrs. J. B. Moss, Mrs. Ray Moss
and children of near Union Church
and little Miss Sara Hawkins of
Union City visited Mrs. Mina Clark
one afternoon recently.
Mrs. Frank Henry visited Mrs.
R. A. Fields Tuesdady afternoon
of last week.
Mr .and Mrs. Howard Powell and
sons of near Fulton spent Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Airs. BOb
Powell.

ROPER NEWS

Mrs. W. W. Preuett and son, visited Air. and Mrs. Charlie Wiley and
family in Brownsville community
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Cledge Owens spent Friday
with Mrs. Joe Atwill.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Atwill and
son, Johnny spent Sunday with
Mrs. Atwill's mother, Mrs. D. D.
Davis.

jOyVt.'

Mrs. Irvin Jeffress of Cruthfield,
Mrs. Sam Berninel and daughter of
Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs. Murrell
Williams and sons of near Cayce
visited Mrs. Frank Henry Tuesday.
Airs. Carl J. Fox of Clarksdale,
Miss., spent the week end with her
mother, Mrs. Mina Clark and other
relatives.

WANTED!
MACHINE OPERATORS
EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIENCED

I

APPLY AT ONCE
AT THE OFFICE

ilenryl.Seigel Co.

_ Phone 801

Fulton, Ky.

N T E,R I0 R
DECOIRATING?
See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers,
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers Carefully Repaired

•

Mrs. Mina Clark visited Mrs. R.
A. Fields Wednesday afternoon and
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor and son. Joe
visited Mrs. Fields Thursday.

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY
COMPANY
31)41 Walnut Street
Phone 85

Fulton, Ky.

01IR PASTEURIZED PRODUCTS
BUOY WIDE POPULARITY
filandreds of our patrons are enjoying the
rich, wholesome goodness of our pure pasteurized milk, which provides

priceless vitamins

amid minerals to, build strong bones and healthy-

CALL FOR -PURE" MILIC
FOR THE HEALTH'S SAKE

ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Deanie Brown is visiting
her daughter in Fulton, Mrs. Ava
Armbruster.
Mr.-:and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
Glad,
"and Miss Ina Bellew attenPed the Farm Bureau meeting in
Fancy Farm, Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Snow visited
awhile Wednesday afternoon witn
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow.
Mrs. Colen Brown visited Airs.
Elmoore Copelen Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Pauline Walker returned
from Memphis Friday. She is visiting relatives here.
Air. and Mrs. Paul Moore and
children from Wisconsin are visiting relatives in this community.
Mrs. Martha Brown visited in
Crutchfield Saturday afternoon.

•TIDBITS
Since I have taught in college .for
more than thirty years, I do not
need to be told that the bringing
together of boys and girls under
the same roofs day by day will
cause permanent interest to develop. In fact, I hold it as one of the
joys of my profession that I can
see, year after year, the acting out
of "love's old seew song," or whatever poetic name you may give to
the perenical romance of boy meets
girl. Some of my friends accuse
me, probably with some degree of
truth, of being a born match-maker
I in my College. What do you expect
of a teacher of normal, healthy
young people it not an interest in
their future? And isn't love a very
big part of their future, or anybody's?
You see, I early got interested
in school sweethearts. Fidelity was,
as I have often said, just a small
slice of the whole big world. That
means that there were boys, us- I
ually huddled together on one side
of the schoolhouse over in the 1
woods, and girls, not too far awaye
on the other side, In spite of dire
punishments promised and some
times carried out, iudinoentary
fove-making went on, right under
the teacher's nose. I hate to think
that the teacher was as dumb as
we thought her to be, for I would
accuse myself along with the teachers I have had. After all, what is a
teacher to do, anyway. If every look
in the direction of the girls' side
of the house had met instant and
cruel punishment, only about one
day would have sufficied to kill
off all the prospective men and
women of Fidelity. Very flagrant
violations of the rigid code of the
school met punishment that ranged
from dawndight cruelty to sheer
fun. Sometime the teacher actually
whipped a boy for writing a note;
sometimes the culprit was made to
read his poetic and romantic effusion to the whole school; sometimes, and I had my doubts about
the propriety of this, the teacher
made the boy sit by the girl to
whom he was writing such sugary
notes. I do not recall having ever
seen any boy sicken and die from

this punishment; sometimes I be- many can be swayed by variious ic'an achievement. He should be
lieved that he had planned the other means. A voter who has kept given a free, unbiased press to read.
punishment long in advan.ce, pro- himself informed and knows the re- He should read from both sides of
bably aided by the little girl. But cords of past years will have opin- every issne. To get both sides he
not all notes were intercepted. ions, and will vote his conviction must have access to impartial news
Some got across by subtle help from on election day.
stories and reports.
disinterested parties and were reHowever, thousands tramp to the
Editorials should remain opinion.
received with outward gravity but polls never knowing the issues, nevThat in itself is freedom. But the
inward exultation. This not, at Fi- er knowing the candidiate's platremainder,of the newspaper should
delity, promptly found its way in- form or his past record. Eliminate
be a truthful description of events,
to a crack in the wall, between the that element of voters and many and opinion has no place in news
ceiling and the weatherboarding. politicians would find it harder to
reporting. If that much is done: that
It was a generation's accumulation fool most of 0* -people, even some will be half. The voters must
of these successful notes that were ot the time.
learn to read that kind of newslinally revealed to the world when
The best method to correct the paper, and that will be the other
the'old building was wrecked. and problem of the uninformed voter half.
cheap-paper tablets of the long ago is to convince that voter he is failcould have been assembled from the ing, in his civic responsibility as an
You do not have to compliment
trach that strewed the old school American. The best weapon to congrounds for weeks. Probably
a vince him with is the newspaper. l
ci. denkarss
Y°
ceuritcya,n toafp
bt°hdYanbdutsin
'
ertYru
iew of these precious ones may He should understand that intelli- served compliments to those Who
have found lodgment in collections gent voting is the yardstick of Amer- are entitled to praise.
at home, in one's very own box I
or drawer or tin box. And no a-1
mount of watchfulness on the part
af the teacher ever stopped the
steady stream of underground eon!
respondence.
On the playground and on the
way to and from school the youthful love-making went on, even
though it may have changed often
from one girl to another. He would
tote her books arid dinner basket
or bucket, that is, unless the bigger
and more hardened boys made too
much fun. Sometimes he would
have to thrash a rival or two, but
that was only the basic savagery
that crops up as much in civilzation as in the ungle or in Fidelity.
Even .aiter risking one's live for
the charmer, she might prove fickle
and let some other boy carry her
books. And then, after a few days
of sulking like a Homeric hero.
eyes opened again and saw other
feminine charms that formerly lay
hidden. And the world wagged on,
with probably a dozen or two remances in the five months of the
free school, with severaT more at
Sunday school and at picnics. And
to complete the story, there has
been no appreciable change since
then, for college is quite like Fidelity.

1

Phone 813-J

Fulton, Kentucky

But everybody can follow these common
sense precaltions and help reduce the hazards:
1. Clean up your premises.
2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
closets.
3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY—be sure you are fully.covered—both
buildings and household effects.
4. If you'have any insurance problems or
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.
FIRE—it can happen to you!

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Main Street

Fulton, Kentucky

THE VOTERS RESPONSIBILITY
The best assurance Aznericans
can have of a democratic and efficient form of government— local,
state and national—is that brought
about by intelligent citizens who
take pride in the right of the ballot and who select the candidate
who represents their views.
That good government is a benefit
resulting proportionally with the
amount of intelligent voting has ..
been proved. Too many officials
are elected by voters who fail to
take time to learn anything about
the issues.
Too many voters can be se.ayed
by one strong sentence form the
tongue of a political henchman. Too

A Good Place To Eat
Many of our patrons tell us they • like to dine
with us because the Food is prepared like they
like it. We striVe to serve the best in well balanced meals at popular prices.
SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
HOME-COOKED PIES OUR SPECIALTY
Regular Dinners—Plate Lunches
Short Orders—Sandwiches

CALL US

Hugh Rushton, Manager

--for—

DRY CLEANING
_and_
LAUNDRY SERVICE
Cash and Carry Servict
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
Phone 14

PLUMBING SERVICE
JUST CALL FOR

R. D. STRATTON, Plumber

',Fulton Pure Milk Co.

No Building Is Immune
From FIRE--

BENNETT CAFE
State Line Street

Fulton, Ky.

Careful, Expert
Cleaning Service
We take careful pains with your clothes when
you bring them to us for dry cleaning.
We strive to render prompty, satisfactory
service and have built our business upon satisfied customers.
Bring us your dresses, coat suits, suits, etc.,
and we'll make them spic-and-span and ready
for service again.
WE ALSO REBLOCK MEN'S HATS.

at the

B.& B. SUPPLY Co.
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highlands,
Fulton, Ky.

QUALITY CLEANERS
Commercial Avenue

Fulton, Ky.
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n The Good Ole Summer Time!
You want your home and premises cozy and comfortable. And you find many items that will help you to
keep it that way at our store. See us for porch and
lawn furniture, that extra piece of furniture to make
home more livable, or a complete living room, bed
room and breakfast set.

I COWS HAVE NO TEETH-- ONLY A CUD
'IOU MUST SEE MY
DENTIST Ple-d-IT
AWAY.

nent
I, in
, de
vilto

New Bedroom Suite
This handsome new suite has just arrived. Three
beautiful pieces, including bed, vanity and chest of
draws. An outstanding value at

$125.00

ANSWER TO LAST WEER'S QUIZ

Answere to last N,yeek's question is FALSE—The Liberty
Bell cracked July ath, 1835.

MEDICINE CABINET
One of the nicest medicine cabinets you
ever saw. Large, spacious, with two shelves, Also
$13.95
plate glass mirror front.

Breakfast Room Set

RECORDS
New Shipment of Records
arriving regularly

NEW KITCHEN CABINET
Just the thing for step-savers in the kitchen. Weil
$49.50
made, and briced at
UTILITY CABINET

$19.50

LIGHT METAL UTILITY TABLE

$5.00

CHROME CHAIRS
With red upholstered bottoms. One chait ____$8.95,
set of four
_ _ $35.00
LARGE CEDAR CHEST
With nice large tray
TRAVELING CASES

onor

ASClearas%Bed

Consists of well made oak table, with four fine
upholstered chairs. Priced at only

$62.50

$37.50
$8.28 and $11.88

ALL METAL LOCICER TRUNK
Including tax

School Day Specials
TABU RIODR 111U-1107. Five
tubes, no aerial or ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet. unusually
styled. Large,easy.
totead

21.73 School time is here again, and this week we are
offering a special value.

COCO MATS
Keep your house clean. Provide a door mat for
$2.25
cleaning dirty shoes
TELEPHONE SET
Includes table and stool, walnut finished. $12.95

Knee-Hole Desk, in handsome walnut finish.
complete with desk chair, pen and pencil set, and
reading lamp. Regular $29.10 value.

$27.50

SomaraaRadios
7beedsrearille

Woe/

TABLE LAMP
SONORA

In radio, it's tone,ofrourse,dotes
most important. And for coon
you think of SONORA, pioneer in
tone engineering for over 30
years. Come in and hear these env
models—then yom thc judge.

PORTABLE
Plays on battery or electric
Complete with'battery
New Modernistic

$12.95

$46.25

MODEL 209
$37.95

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100

FULTON,KENTUCKY
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BEELERTON

tous operation in the Fulton hospital last week.
Mrs. Hamp Clapp entertainedd
with a picnic on her lawn Friday
afternoon. Those attending were
Bettie White, Wanda Wright, Dale
Pharis, Carolyn White, Tommie
After
Clapp,
Lollie McDaniel.
games, the children enjoyed a
bountiful lunch.

PALESTINE

AUSTIN SPRINGS

WAR AND PEACE

Miss Latia Clement closed a sucWedding ceremony was solemnizThe revival at Palestine closed
ed Sunday morning at the Cumber- cessful revival at Mt. Zion last FriSaturday night. Rev. E. V. Underland Presbyterian church by ReV. day night.
hil lof Clinton assisted in the set-T'ne revival begins at Wesley this
Robert Covington, uniting in marvides with good attendenoe and
the
Sunday.
Rev.
McMinn
will
do
dauriage Miss Ruth Ann Green,
interest with 7 additions to the
preaching,
bringing
some
very
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Green
church.
of Fulton and William Glenn Mc- forceful sermons. He is a good singMr. and Mrs. David Berryhill and
Alister, son of Mr. and Mrs. V. E. er, and will lead the singing.
daughter of Collinsville, Ill., are
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hicks and visiting her mother, Mrs. John
McAlister of Fulton.
Mrs. Susan Johnson and Mrs.
Sun- Wade.
The bride was given in marriage Fanny Ward had as their Sunday son, Mrs. Frar,k Barber were
day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs
dinner
guests,
Lewis
Cooley
and
Jr.
Green
A.
W.
brother,
James Browder left
her
Monday
by
L. L. White.
night for Chicago on business for
Mrs. Mary Ellen Ashby, sister of children of near Clinton.
Mr and Mrs. Claud Howell rea few days.
the bride, was matron of honor.
PILOT OAK
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown attendMiss Martha Katherine Floyd of turned to their home" _in Akron
Rickman, and Miss June Wilbank Thursday after two 'weeks visit
ed the funeral of Mr. Mark Bynum
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Easley at Harmony Sunday afternoon.
.of Union City, served as brides- here with his sister, Mrs. Calvin
Hicks and Mr. Hicks and other re- and son from Deroit, Mrs, Bettie
maids.
Mr .and Mrs. Homer WeatherEasley and Mrs. Mary Hicks visit- spoon and son, Dan arrived from
David Ward Phelps, cousin of latives.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Wright ed Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Steele Tues- Denver, Colorado Saturday night,
the groom, was best man. Ushers
where •Mr. Weatherspoon has been
'were Glenn Weatherspoon, Harold and three daughters, returned to day of last week.
Little Sue Coletharp, daughter of stationed. He left for Chicago TuesReams, Charles Allen Green, bro- their home in Chicago Friday aftther of the bride, and Jack Wooten, er a week's visit here with rela- Mr. and rMs: Voris Coletharp had day night where he will receive his
tives.
a tonsil operation Saturday morn- discharge.
Detrait, cousin of the groom.
Philip White spent the week end inq of last week at Mayfield. hos.After the ceremony a reception
Mary Jane Bradley of St. Louis
with Tommie Clapp.
.
1 pital. She stood the operation nice- is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Gus Donowas given at the home of the
Shirley Ladd spent the past week ly.
groom's parents. The couPle left
ho and Mr. Donoho.
in Clinton with her grandmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Collins are
after the reception •for•- a :threeMr. and Mrs. Ernest Short of
Mrs. Owen Jackson.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Roy Collins Hamilton, Ohio who have been
week wedding trip to Virginia
.Mrs.
Hollie
MObley
spent
a
few
and
Mr.
and
•Mrs.
Leonard
Wilson
Roach, Va., Washington, D. C. and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewdays the past week with Mr. and near Wather Valley this week.
'Detroit, Mich.
itt andl.attended the Nelson-Pewitt
Mrs.
Mlelvin
Stephens and famiMr .and Mrs. Leonard Wilson, wedding Sunday left for their home
Upon their return they will go
ly.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Collins, Mr. and Monday morning. •
'to Lexington, where Mr. McAlist•
Miss Roberta Floyd spent the Mrs. Leon•Barbor and children
er will re-enter the University of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thotnpson
week
end
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benfrom
Martin
taken
Sunday
crioner
-Kentucky in September.
v.-ere hostesses. to a barbecue supper
ard Bostick.
with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stephens. Saturday
. night at their home honMrs. McAlister is a graduate of
afternoon visitors were oring Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Pinegar Sunday
Cayce high ,school and received
nurse's training at Louisville Gen- spent the week end with his par- Geraldine Wilson, Betty Jane Cool- of Atlan.ta,-Ga„ and Mr. and Mrs.
ents in Fulton and her parents, ey and Doris Marshel., ,
Harris 410114urani and son, Charles
eral Hospital, and attended NazaMr. and Mrs. Horace Fockett here.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Caldwell of Cleieland,• OA°, Who
Teth College.
are spendMr.
and
visited
Mrs. PinegaPate moving
relatives in. Lynnville, Fri. ing their .vacation with Mr. and
Mr. McAlister is a graduate of
Mrs. Ed Thompson. and other reFulton high school, and attended from Detroit to Memphis where she day evening.
latives.'
Tjniversity of Kentucky before en- has been transferred. She is a
It is:motive i'alone that gives
two
tering service. He .has received his telephone operator. Their
Announcement
was
received
chwharge from the Army Air children Cave ' been with their character to tilt. actions of men.— Tuesday noon of the arrival of a
grand-parents
Bryere.
all summer.
Force, after 13 mnoths as transport
baby girl born to Mr. and Mrs
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
pilot in India.
Ernest Pewitt Aug. lst at a hospital
Melvin Stephens on the birth of
, :" tjj fll 4-1 LC t.'
in Shreveport, La.
a son. He has been named James
The W. S. C. S. met with Mrs.
Faul Bushart, 'and daughter,
Russell.
Lon Brown Monday afternoon with
'Bettie Lu Bushart, and Mrs. Eva
Mrs. Maynor Dalton and chil8 members and 2 visitors, Mrs. WilRushart and Maxie Jewel Cavin,
ren spent a few days with Mr- and
liam McClanahan and Mrs. C. B.
spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Lawrence White and Bettie
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Caldwell present. Coca-cola and
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Bell have
the past week.
sandwiches were served for removed to Fulton and are temporariJohnnie Walker of Michigan has
freshrnents.
ly located at Usona Hotel, until
TODAY AND SATURDAY
been visiting relatives here. He,
suitable residence may be obtainThe Homemakers Club will have
Mrs. Fanny Ward and Mrs. Susan
Double Feature
ed,
their annual picnic Friday evening
Johnson were dinner guests of Mr.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
and Mrs. Sidney Walker, Mr: WalkStroud.
MRS PICKERING
er is feeling much better lately.
1
HOSTESS TO CLUB
Mr .and Mrs. Leon Wright and
Wanda Wright were Sunday afterMrs. R. C. Pickering was hostess noon guests in the Melvin Stephens
Alp
to the Tuesday bridge club this home.
Miss Eddna Earle Johnson of
week at her home on Third-st. Mrs.
Chicago, Ill., spent last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clark and
—Plus—
Litunip Batts was a guest of the son, George, and Mrs. Clark's moher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
club, Mrs. L. O. Bradford held ther, of Chicago, arrived Monday
Johnson.
Maris AIONTU
scow
Irigb score after a series of to spend a few days with Rev. and
Wilmer Cruse and son, Jimmie
01011001
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of Oak Ridge, Tenn., spent few
l MON
Mrs. E. C. Nall and other relatives.
days last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Carolyn White spent the week
TANGIER
J. J. Cruce.
end with Bettie. White.
Mrs. Nora Byrns and Mrs. RussMr. and Mrs. Talmage Corun of
`The morality of an action de- ell Bockman and girls spent ThursAkron, Ohio are visiting relatives
voids upon the motive from which day with Mrs. Riehard Mobley.
SUN. - MON. • TUES.
here.
-Harold Beard underwent a ser-07e act—Sarmiel Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Woody Shelton and
children of near Beelerton, Ky.,
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
COLBERT
W. A. Scearce.
Ow« MBES
is
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Johnson
BRENT
and daughter, Judy of St. Louis,
Mo., spent last week with Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Johnson.
WED. • THURS.
Mr .and Mrs. C. W. Wood of
St .Louis, Mo., spent last week
with Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Fleming.
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CAYCE

Mr. and Mrs. Haron Copeland
have purchased a new home in
Oseola, Ind., and are locating there
permanently, where Haron has imployment.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Abernathy
left this week for Martinsburg, Mo.,
after a ten day visit here with relatives. Enroute home will have a
short stop over in Mayfield and
Paducah.
On next Saturday, Aug. 10 many
will meet ,at Morgan cemetery to
receive and pay off the caretaker,
Mr. Dee Puckett and his co-workers.
Funds are badly needed this time
due to increase in labor. The work
done this year is $100 for the mowing and cleaning the grounds so
any ambunt will be appreciated by
the coznmittee in charge.
Mrs. Carnie Page.
, and children of
Detroit are visiting in the home of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Page.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields entertained with a dinner and family reunion the past Sur4ay. where brothers and sisters gathered to spend
the day. A hugh table was built on
the lawn where a most sumptous
repast was enjoyed by all. Chit&
hood reminisiver were dragged up
and enjOyed by both the older ones
and .:young pePple.
Nies Nora Mae Lintz spent Sundrjy with Dorothy Jean Scarbrough.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Horace' Austin.
Rev. Jack McClain filled his
regular appointment at Salem. the
past Sunday.
Rev. Cobe„the pastor is holding
a series of meetings at Bethel
church this week with Prof. and
Mrs. Lewis Armstrong of Dukedom
in charge of singing.
Teachers are underpaid• maybe
this explains why sqme parents
think their children are undertaught.
Mrs. Vewell Harrison of Highlands is visiting her parents ln
Murray.

*

On August 1st, thirty-two years
ago, the Kaiser started his legions
marching to begin the First World
War which 'finally engulfed the
United States.
We were woefully unprepared for
the conflict that we entered but,
thanks to Allied nations, which had
been fighting the foe for nearly
three yearse, we managed to get
the necssary equipment and American slodiers, under Gen. John J.
Pershing, made known to the world
that Americans could fight.
'After the close of the struggle
the United States, together with
Great Britain and France, succumbed to the dangerous delusion that
War wotild dbe no more. We put into effect a disarmament program
that heavily penalized the victorious
nations that had no restrictive tffect
uPon former enemy nations or'upon

11

-the• /leople Of the demo', 'lulled themselves te sleep
pueifisni,
irk dlEpHrous • dream
,,TP.jafely enlift that theY•
son
behind a noti-beRlgerent nationalism, the enemies of mankind,
under the leadership of dictators.
plotted So. conquer the earth, enslav,rAe periples- and master all
man!**
Once iriore, when the great storm
broke in 1939. we were inadequately prepared for warfare. In fact
up to the very eve of the attack
upon Pearl Harbor, and the tresulting declarations Of war against us
that issued from Berlin and Rome,
we were ill-prepared to defend our
owe soil from modern attacks.
Let us not make tbe same mistake a second time, now that something like peace exists. Let this
nation resolutely resolve to turn a
deaf ear to selfish nationalism and
to improve pacifism. Let us keep
'armed forces storng enough for any
pos.sible task because in preparedness there is security, if there is no
guarantee of peace.
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Miss Margaret Lee Harrison has
returned home after visiting relatives in Peoria, Ill.

Mrs. S. M. DeMyer and daughter, Andy, returned Wednesday
after a few days stay in Chicago.
Miss Virginia Ann Hill of Lexington, Ky., is the guest of her
mother, Mrs. George Batts and
other relatives here.
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•Hot, luscious Cinnamon Buns at
a moment's notice! Fleischmann's
Fast Rising Dry Yeast is always
ready for quick action . . . keeps
fresh for weeks on your pantry shelf.
IF YOU BAKE AT HOMEHUSt dissolve
according to directions on the package, then use as fresh yeast. At your
grocer's.

- Stays fresh-on your pantry shelf

FULTON, KENTUCKY
TODAY AND SATURDAY
SUNSET CARSON
PEGGY STEWART
In

'Bandits of the Badlands'
Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY-MONDAY
GENE TIERNEY
CORNEL WILDE
In

"Leave Her To Heaven"
,

(In Technicolor)

TUES. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature

Plus
DANA ANDREWS
RICHARD CONTE
In

Inc.
In Fulton

"A Walk In The Sun"

Have a Coke

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Inc.
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